COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Inbenta’s NLP Technology Surpasses IBM
Watson, Microsoft LUIS, Google Dialogflow.
Understanding how chatbots work
Most of today’s chatbots rely on machine
learning to match intents to customer questions,
and require large quantities of training
utterances over many months of preparation.
This type of brute-force machine learning fails to
capture and process natural human language,
which can produce virtually inﬁnite utterances
for the one question.
Many chatbot providers claim to be suﬃcient in
natural language processing despite relying on
utterances and lacking the most basic natural
language capabilities, severely impacting the end
user experience.

Inbenta’s advantage
Inbenta oﬀers a unique blend of artiﬁcial intelligence and computational linguistics to master
natural language, allowing our customers to launch an intelligent chatbot with zero training. This
means that our chatbot can begin processing high-complexity queries from Day One

Experiment

T e s tin g the e f f i c i e n c y of
market-leading chatbots
We built ﬁve basic chatbots with IBM Watson, Google
DialogFlow, Microsoft LUIS, IPSoft, and Inbenta. Each of
the respective bots were updated with the same intent:
card fees.
Without using any training data beforehand, we asked each
chatbot 17 questions based on the same intent.
(See table on reverse for the actual utterances.)

Results
Inbenta out-performed all other chatbot providers
Inbenta was the only chatbot with a 100% answer success rate with zero training

Our chatbot answered with 60% more confidence than other bots

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Main Chatbot Features, IBM Watson,
DialogFlow & Inbenta
Below some features from IBM Watson/ DialogFlow/ Inbenta compared. Most importantly DialogFlow
lacks a true Chatbot Engine (thus some dialog manager is still needed) so in some cases comparison
is somehow difficult.

* Inbenta offers additional languages as catalan, basque or galician that the rest of the companies do not offer.
Sources:: https://www.ibm.com/cloud/watson-assistant/)
https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/docs/basics#intro
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IBM Watson, Inbenta & Dialogflow
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